**KING HICKORY CUSHION OPTIONS**

---

**DuroComfort**

**SEAT CUSHION**

**FEATURES**

- **Construction**: Extra Firm Foam Core with a Soft Foam Topper, sewn into a cover.
- **Benefits**: All foam cushion provides the ultimate in durability.
- **Warranty**: Lifetime
- **Comfort Spectrum**: Soft < --- > Firm
- **Important**: Frequent rotation will help keep the cushion looking new.

---

**High Resiliency**

**SEAT CUSHION**

**FEATURES**

- **Construction**: Firm Foam Core with Fiber Wrap, sewn into a cover.
- **Benefits**: Provides total comfort while retaining shape, sewn cover prevents fiber migration.
- **Warranty**: 5 Years
- **Comfort Spectrum**: Soft < --- > Firm
- **Important**: Frequent turning, fluffing, and adjusting will help keep the cushion looking new.

---

**Comfort Down**

**SEAT CUSHION**

**FEATURES**

- **Construction**: Soft Foam Core with large Feather/Down/Fiber wrap sewn into a down proof ticking.
- **Benefits**: Provides deep seating comfort with a luxurious look and feel.
- **Warranty**: 5 Years
- **Comfort Spectrum**: Soft < --- > Firm
- **Important**: Frequent turning, fluffing, and adjusting will help keep the cushion looking new. Expect comfort wrinkles.

---

**Majestic Spring Down**

**SEAT CUSHION**

**FEATURES**

- **Construction**: Spring Unit, Soft Foam Core, Foam Toppers, wrapped in a Feather/Down/Fiber sewn down proof ticking.
- **Benefits**: Where luxury is demanded. The spring core coupled with foam and feathers provides the ultimate soft seat with durability and recovery.
- **Warranty**: Lifetime
- **Comfort Spectrum**: Soft < --- > Firm
- **Important**: Frequent turning, fluffing, and adjusting will help keep the cushion looking new. Expect comfort wrinkles.

---

*some upcharges may apply.*

www.kinghickory.com